$ moi-.S ready apparent at 6 AU, this estimate must be considered as highly uncertain.
Bacterial chemotaxis, the regulated swimming behavior of bacteria in an attractant or repellent gradient, is one of the most thoroughly studied and biochemically defined signaling processes (1, 2) . Determination of the structures of the dimeric ligandbinding domain of the Salmonella typhimurium aspartate receptor in apo and aspartate-bound forms was an important step toward understanding the transmembrane signaling mechanism (3). However, it is not obvious from these structures how periplasmic ligand binding triggers events in the cytoplasm. Aspartate binding induces only a small rotation of -4°between monomers (about an axis parallel to the membrane and perpendicular to the twofold symmetry axis). Consistent with this structural view, disulfide cross-linking and nuclear magnetic resonance studies suggest that ligand binding results in small shifts in the relative positions of the transmembrane helices (4, 5) . Several types of interhelical motion have been suggested as possible signaling mechanisms: Examples include pistonlike movements, scissoring motions, and supercoiling of helices (4) . Presumably, these adjustments in helix orientation reach the cytoplasmic portion of the receptor and are transmitted through the adapter protein CheW to the kinase CheA, thereby inhibiting phosphorylation of the diffusible messenger CheY (Fig. 1 ).
To extend structural and mechanistic studies to the cytoplasmic receptor-kinase complex, we engineered dimers of the E. coli aspartate receptor (Tar) cytoplasmic domain in which the monomers are held in parallel, as in the intact receptor (Fig. 1) Attractant stimulation induces a net increase in methylation of four specific glutamic acid side chains ( Fig. 2A) , catalyzed by the methyl transferase CheR. Methylation of these glutamic acids, or mutation to glutamine, desensitizes the receptor to attractant ligands (9) (10) (11) Fig. 2A ) conform to seven-residue repeating patterns (4-3 hydrophobic repeats) typical of o(-helical coiled coils (2, 14) . The seven-residue spacing of the three KI methylation sites would align them on one face of a coiled-coil helix (2) . Receptor point mutations that transform cells to an extreme smooth-swimming phe-notype (15) also occur within the predicted tion of tl K1 coiled-coil sequence and map to the face the recei of the helix opposite the methylation sites. dimeric c The segregation of these sites to discrete adjacent helical faces suggests that changes in kinase coils wou activity might result from modulating the gesting ti exposure of the two faces, possibly by rota-two mon Fig. 1 . Model for the chemotaxis signaling complex (left) and an analogous complex formed from a soluble dimer of the receptor cytoplasmic domain (right). The coiled-coil peptide dimerization domain of GCN4 is shown in black. Chemotactic signaling is thought to occur in a stable complex consisting of receptor dimer; two molecules of an essential adapter protein, CheW; and a dimeric histidine autokinase, CheA (1, 12, 35, 36) . Phosphoryl transfer from CheA to CheY initiates a signal for clockwise flagellar rotation (tumbling) that is inactivated by hydrolysis of CheY phosphate. Binding of an attractant ligand by the receptor inhibits kinase activity (20) , producing smooth-swimming behavior. The receptor subdomain shown as striped is the highly conserved "signaling" domain that is characteristic of the chemotaxis receptors (32) . The white rods represent predicted a-helical coiled-coil domains (2, 14) in which receptor methylation sites (dots) are present. (Fig. 2C) (17) . The three two but four fusion points were chosen in order to place e Tar coiled the hydrophobic face of the GCN4 peptide d, again sug-in register with each of the three potential ation of the receptor dimer interfaces (Fig. 3) (Fig. 4B ). QEQE-8 did not stimulate phoset; N, Asn; Q, phorylation, whereas QEQE-9 had a marked stimulatory effect. QEQE-5 was intermediate in its activity (24) . The activity differences (9 > 5 > 8) are not correlated with the length of the interdomain linker, but instead appear to correlate with rotation of the dimer interface (Fig. 3) . Muta- dimers were determined by analytical ultracentrifugation (Fig. 5) (25 (Fig.  4A) ; membrane is not essential. Furthermore, dimerization of the receptor cytoplasmic domain is necessary but insufficient for kinase activation (Fig. 4B) ; correct orienta- tion of the monomers is important. Desensitization to ligand-induced conformational change by alteration of receptor methylation (or amidation) is critical for bacteria to adapt to a constant stimulus. The linkage-induced distortions in dimers 5, 8, and 9 are subject to a similar process, indicating that the conformational differences among these dimers resemble those that occur naturally in the intact Tar dimer. Although we do not yet know the high-resolution structural effects of varying the interdomain linkage, the observed pattern is consistent with activation either by rotation (or supercoiling) of roughly parallel helices about a twofold axis or by a small pivot between monomer subunits. Signaling models that require an asymmetric translation of monomers normal to the membrane (piston model), or a conformational change solely within a monomer subunit (26) , appear less likely.
Ligand-induced oligomerization of receptors has emerged as a general mechanism of intracellular kinase activation (27) . This mechanism is demonstrated in the crystal structures of human growth hormone (28) and tumor necrosis factor (29) bound to the extracellular domains of their receptors. Other receptors, such as Tar and the insulin receptor (30) , are dimeric even in the absence of ligand; these receptors are thought to signal by transmitting specific conformational changes across the membrane to the interior of the cell. The responsiveness of the dimerized Tar cytoplasmic domain to the applied strain at its NH2-terminus demonstrates that productive conformational change could indeed be propagated through a small number of transmembrane helices. However, the observation that chemotaxis receptors form clusters at the poles of E. coli (31 ) suggests that aggregation may also play a role in 
